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Chapter 2716
“It’s alright, alright…”
When it was almost over, Zhang Jiao walked over with a smile, and pretended to
smooth things out: “Yue Feng, we are guests, why can’t we get along with a disciple,
everyone should say less. !”
When he said this, Zhang Jiao’s eyes flashed with treacherousness.
Liang Hao, one of his subordinates, had read it right, just a few words and a few words
caused the hatred between Liu Jintan and Yue Feng.
However, I still have more important things to do, of course, just accept it as soon as I
see it.
Hearing this, Liang Hao shrugged and stopped talking!
Xie Liuyun’s anger is not light, and it’s not easy to say anything!
“Thank you, altar master!”
At this time, Mu Qingyue breathed a sigh of relief and said slowly: “I will find out about
this matter!”
After saying that, Mu Qingyue instructed the disciple beside him: “Go, give it to Mr.
Zhang Prepare the room with Yue Feng, they have come from a long way and have a
good rest.”
When she said this, Mu Qingyue couldn’t help but look at Liang Hao.
At this time, Mu Qingyue didn’t realize that there was anything wrong with the ‘Yue
Feng’ in front of him. He hadn’t seen him for three years.
“Yes!” The
voice fell, and several disciples came over immediately and politely invited Zhang Jiao
and Liang Hao to leave.
A few minutes later!
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In the guest room of Shengzong’s other courtyard, the two disciples brought Zhang Jiao
and Liang Hao over and left.
“Master!”
Watching the two disciples leave, Liang Hao quickly closed the door and respectfully
said to Zhang Jiao, “It’s getting late, you should rest early, and your subordinates will
guard the door for you!”
Without outsiders, Liang Hao no longer calls himself Yue Feng.
Zhang Jiao took a deep breath, not in a hurry to rest, but frowned and thought about
something: “Today’s affairs, I always feel that something is wrong.”
“It stands to reason that I visited Tianmen Sect Master together, so Chang’e can’t be so
indifferent. But he has to be summoned tomorrow!”
When he said this, Zhang Jiao frowned, and the more he thought about it, the more
suspicious he became.
Zhang Jiao is thoughtful and good at strategy. Although he didn’t see Chang’e with his
own eyes just now, he instinctively told him that things were not that simple.
“Perhaps…” Liang Hao thought for a while, then said cautiously: “Perhaps Empress
Chang’e is really tired and needs to rest!”
“No!”
Zhang Jiao shook his head, his eyes narrowed slightly: “The one from the Liujin altar
just now. Zhang Na said that there was a person named Wuchen, who claimed to be
Yue Feng, and wanted to see Chang’e. If that was the case, after meeting
Chang’e , that person would definitely tell her something.” If I keep it out, I can explain
it.”
Hearing this, Liang Hao was stunned and frowned: “No, if that’s the case, why didn’t Liu
Qingqing from the Xingmu altar say it? , looking at her appearance just now, she seems
to be deliberately hiding something.”
At this moment, Zhang Jiao was also a little confused.
“The key lies in the person named Wuchen!” Zhang Jiao’s eyes flashed and he had an
idea: “Go, ask someone to invite that Zhang Na over.”
Zhang Na had seen the person named Wuchen and asked her , maybe there are
eyebrows.

Liang Hao nodded, walked out the door, and asked the patrolling disciple to invite
Zhang Na over.
Afterwards, Liang Hao hid behind the curtain of the room at Zhang Jiao’s suggestion.
After all, Liang Hao’s identity at this time was Yue Feng, and Yue Feng and Liu Jintan
had grievances and naturally could not meet Zhang Na.
Soon, Zhang Na was invited over.
“Mr. Zhang!”
As soon as she entered the room, Zhang Na humbly said to Zhang Jiao, “I don’t know if
you specifically called me here. What’s the matter?”
In Zhang Na’s mind, Zhang Jiao is a person who has been famous for thousands of
years, and his identity is extraordinary. , naturally dare not neglect.
“Haha!”
Seeing Zhang Na’s face, Zhang Jiao smiled slightly: “Don’t panic, I’m just asking you
something. You said just now that Liu Qingqing from the Xingmu altar once brought
someone to see Empress Chang’e. “
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“Yes!” Zhang Na nodded, unable to hide her anger: “The person who claimed to be Yue
Feng, I see it as a fake!”
Thinking of Wuchen, after saving herself, she wants to let She apologized to Liu
Qingqing, and Zhang Na was so angry.
call!
Hearing this, Zhang Jiao breathed a sigh of relief, sat beside the table, and drank a cup
of tea slowly: “What does the person called Wuchen look like? Can you tell me?”
Zhang Na did not hesitate, while recalling, while Tell the situation at the time.
At the end, Zhang Na couldn’t hide her anger: “That person has three scars on his face,
and he is dressed like a beggar, and it makes people sick to look at it!”
What?
Zhang Jiao’s heart was shocked, and he stood up suddenly, his eyes shining brightly.
Have three scars on your face? Isn’t that Yue Feng?

Mad, I thought it was really Yue Feng’s subordinate, but I didn’t expect that it was Yue
Feng himself. Depending on the situation, he had already met Chang’e, so he might be
hiding in Chang’e’s room.
No wonder Chang E did not see her behind closed doors, and she wanted to see
herself tomorrow, obviously delaying the time.
Thinking about it, Zhang Jiao’s face changed, and a hint of gloom rose in his heart.
“Mr. Zhang!”
Zhang Na was startled when she saw Zhang Jiao’s face, and couldn’t help but say,
“What’s wrong with you?”
This expression was so terrifying.
Zhang Jiao breathed a sigh of relief, and his face returned to a kind smile: “It’s alright.”
After
speaking, Zhang Jiao’s thoughts turned quickly, and he continued: “Nothing? I know the
person called Wuchen, but he is actually from the Rakshasa clan. spy.”
When he said this, Zhang Jiao looked calm, but his eyes flashed coldly.
Since he knew that Wuchen was Yue Feng, and that he might be hiding in Chang’e’s
room, he had to find a way to catch him.
Rakshasa spies?
Hearing this, Zhang Na’s body trembled and was startled: “What should I do then?”
Zhang Jiao smiled slightly: “Don’t panic, I have a way to deal with it, you wait for a word
from Empress Chang’e, and say that someone at the foot of the mountain is asking to
see you. , this is a token, leave the rest and leave it to me.”
After speaking, Zhang Jiao took out a small silk bag from his body and handed it to
Zhang Na.
Zhang Na reached out to take it and nodded.
At this time, Zhang Jiao took out another bottle of elixir and said with a smile: “Speaking
of which, this spy called Wuchen has some connections with me, so I hope you don’t tell
anyone about this matter!”
“Mr. Zhang, don’t worry, I won’t tell anyone!” Zhang Na nodded with joy on her face.

She saw that this bottle was a rare panacea. With these elixir, her cultivation realm
would be greatly improved.
Zhang Jiao said no more, waved his hand and let Zhang Na leave.
“My lord!”
Liang Hao, who was hiding behind the curtain, walked out as soon as his forefoot left,
with a nervous expression on his face: “I didn’t expect that Yue Feng was so fast that he
even took us a step to the Holy Sect and met Chang’e. .”
When he said this, Liang Hao was calm on the surface, but he was inexplicably anxious
in his heart.
You must know that Yue Feng’s strength is unfathomable, but he is pretending to be
him, especially thinking that when he and Zhang Jiao asked to see Chang’e just now,
Yue Feng might actually be listening inside, can you not panic?
“What are you nervous about?”
Zhang Jiao frowned and scolded, and then took a deep breath and said coldly: “I have
asked that Zhang Na to pass the word, and Yue Feng will be led out soon, wait for you
to pay attention to my signal.”
“After seeing the signal, You go straight to where Chang’e is and kidnap her!”
What?
Hearing this, Liang Hao only felt his legs go weak and almost collapsed on the ground.
The lord asked himself to kidnap Chang’e? Go crazy!
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Under the tension, Liang Hao stammered: “My lord, Empress Chang’e is powerful, how
can I be her opponent!” To
be honest, when Zhang Jiao asked Liang Hao to impersonate Yue Feng, Liang Hao He
wanted to refuse, but the task at this time turned out to be to kidnap Chang’e.
At this time, Liang Hao only felt his brain buzzing.
That’s Empress Chang’e.

Seeing the nervousness on Liang Hao’s face, Zhang Jiao smiled with confidence on his
face: “Don’t panic, Empress Chang’e’s strength is not as terrifying as you think. You can
just do it with confidence!
” The pill was handed to Liang Hao: “This is a magic pill, which I made. It can double
your strength within an hour.”
Zhang Jiao was very thoughtful, although he didn’t see it just now . Chang’e, but
through Chang’e’s voice, Zhang Jiao realized that Chang’e should have gone into a
devil’s way through practice and was very weak.
Liang Hao’s strength is only the fifth stage Martial Emperor, but after taking the
Tongshen Pill, dealing with the weak Chang’e is not a problem at all.
“This…”
Liang Hao took the Shentong Pill and took a deep breath: “Don’t worry, lord, your
subordinates will definitely live up to your trust!” To
be honest, Liang Hao really wanted to refuse, but when things came to an end, there
was no choice at all. .
Zhang Jiao nodded: “Okay, now wait for my signal!” After the
voice fell, Zhang Jiao flashed and disappeared into the night outside.
…..
this moment, the other side!
In Chang’e’s room, Yue Feng sat there, always watching the movement outside!
At this time, Chang’e also wore a long dress, which looked extremely charming, but
looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, there was still a hint of shame and anger.
“Yue Feng!”
At this moment, Chang’e bit her lip, her tone unquestionable: “If you dare to say a word
about what happened before, I will kill you!”
Three years ago, after the death of Emperor Hou Yi, Chang’e also Frustrated, he
originally wanted to stay in the Holy Sect and devote himself to escaping from the world
for cultivation, but he did not expect that his innocence would be tainted by Yue Feng.
“Niangniang!”

Yue Feng is a smart person, how could he not know what Chang’e meant? At the
moment, he smiled bitterly: “I don’t want it to happen suddenly. Besides, you went into
trouble at the time. After all, I saved you!” As he
spoke, Yue Feng looked up and down at Chang’e. I have to say, this Chang’e deserves
to be called a fairy in the world. Her figure and appearance are truly unparalleled in the
world!
I’m afraid, only Diao Chan can compare with it!
“You…”
Chang’e was so angry that her lips were almost bleeding.
This bastard, who took advantage of him, still looked at peace of mind. When he
thought of being close to Yue Feng, Chang’e was extremely painful, and she was
reluctant to accept this fact.
For a time, the surrounding atmosphere was very depressed and a little subtle.
“Yue Feng, I want you to swear that what happened today will not be said for the rest of
your life!” Chang’e blushed and said coldly.
“Okay, okay, I won’t say it!”
Yue Feng nodded, wanting to cry without tears, and then he was about to make a few
jokes!
“Niangniang?”
But at this moment, a voice suddenly sounded outside the door!
It’s Zhang Na!
Yes, Zhang Na heard Zhang Jiao’s words and came to spread the word. Although
Zhang Na didn’t know what Zhang Jiao was going to do, Zhang Jiao gave her a bottle of
elixir, which made Zhang Na elated, so she didn’t care about that much. .
Nima!
Hearing Zhang Na’s voice, Yue Feng’s face changed and he frowned secretly. Why is
this woman here again?
Chang’e’s body trembled, and she was inexplicably panicked.
It’s broken. No one will know about Yue Feng hiding in his room, right?

Thinking to herself, Chang’e calmed herself down and said indifferently through the
door, “I’ll talk about it tomorrow, I’ll rest!”
Phew!
Hearing this, Zhang Na breathed a sigh of relief, stood outside the door and said,
“Niang Niang, someone outside the mountain gate asked to see you just now, so I have
to give you a token, saying that you will know what’s going on when you see
something.”
Said Zhang Na put the small silk bag Zhang Jiao gave him at the door, then turned and
left.
The moment she turned to leave, Zhang Na was in a very happy mood. She had
already done what Zhang Jiao explained. At this time, she couldn’t wait to go back, take
the medicine pill, and improve her strength.
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Token?
Listening to Zhang Na leaving outside the door, Chang’e and Yue Feng looked at each
other.
After a few seconds, it was determined that Zhang Na was far away, and Chang’e
asked Yue Feng to hide first, then opened the door and picked up the silk packet.
call!
After closing the door, Chang’e opened the packet.
At this time, Yue Feng came over curiously, and when he saw what was inside, his
heart was shocked, and the whole person was stunned.
I saw that inside the small bag was an exquisite waist card, a rare white jade, with
dragon and phoenix auspicious clouds carved on it, and two small characters on the
back, which said ‘Yingyue’.
This…isn’t this Ren Yingying’s waist card?
At this moment, Yue Feng suddenly became excited. Ren Yingying was once the
princess of the Tianqi royal family, and her identity was comparable to ordinary people.
Every accessory was unique, and this waist card was one of them.
Yingying came to Shengzong?

Thinking about it, Yue Feng suddenly became excited and said to Chang’e, “I’ll go take
a look!”
After saying that, he rushed out quickly and rushed towards the entrance of the
mountain gate. Zhang Na just said that the visitor is at the mountain gate. See you
outside.
Soon, after leaving the mountain gate, I saw a person standing quietly on the stone
steps at the foot of the mountain. Because the night was dark, I could not see clearly for
a while.
Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, so he quickened his pace!
Um?
When they were more than ten meters away, Yue Feng suddenly realized that
something was wrong.
This is not Ren Yingying’s back.
“Ha ha!”
At this moment, the figure standing there heard the sound of footsteps and turned
around slowly, with a gloomy expression on his face: “Yue Feng, I didn’t expect it!”
It was Zhang Jiao.
Before Zhang Jiao used a trick to capture the Ouyang family, Ren Yingying and others,
he searched their belongings, but just now, after confirming that Zhang Na said Wuchen
was Yue Feng, Zhang Jiao took it out. Ren Yingying’s token, led Yue Feng out.
“It’s you?”
Yue Feng looked suspicious and said coldly: “How do you know I’m in Chang’e’s
room?”
“Haha!”
Zhang Jiao smiled coldly, his eyes showing absolute contempt: “Yue Feng, do you think
You can deceive me by hiding your identity and using a dust-free pseudonym? You
were allowed to run away in Qingyunzong before, but now you don’t have such good
luck, just keep your hands on it!”
Om!

The voice fell, and a terrifying aura erupted from Zhang Jiao’s body. In an instant, the
surrounding air seemed to be stagnant!
The next second, Zhang Jiao slowly raised his right hand and hit Yue Feng with a palm!
Nima…
Feeling Zhang Jiao’s powerful aura, Yue Feng was startled, he didn’t have time to
dodge, so he had to mobilize his inner strength to attack!
Bang!
The palms of the two collided fiercely, and Yue Feng and Zhang Jiao each took a dozen
steps back in the air.
Yue Feng stabilized his figure, frowned, and thought about it secretly, only to think that
this matter is a bit strange!
Since Zhang Jiao knew that he was hiding in Chang’e’s room, he could just tell the
people of the Shengzong directly, so why should he lead him out alone?
Whoosh!
Just when Yue Feng frowned secretly, he saw Zhang Jiao raise his hand and set off a
firework.
Yes, this is Zhang Jiao’s signal to Liang Hao. As long as he saw the signal, Liang Hao,
pretending to be Yue Feng, broke into the small courtyard and kidnapped Chang’e.
The next second, Zhang Jiao looked at Yue Feng with a half-smile, “Yue Feng, are you
curious, why should I lead you out alone? Let me tell you, my subordinates pretended to
be you and went to kidnap Chang’e, hahaha. “…”
“At that time, the entire Holy Sect and even the world will know that you, Yue Feng, on
the surface of benevolence and righteousness, are actually a treacherous womanizer.
” Respected by Kyushu!”
Nima!
Hearing this, Yue Feng was shocked, and his eyes were instantly blood red.
This horn is so despicable and shameless, he can do such insidious and sinister things.
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Whoosh!
Thinking about it, Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, the figure urged him to go
back!
In any case, the person who pretended to be himself could not be allowed to catch
Chang’e. That person was Zhang Jiao’s subordinate.
More importantly, that person faked himself, and no matter what he did, he was the one
who took the blame in the end!
“Want to go back? Do you think you can go back?”
At this moment, Zhang Jiao sneered, his inner strength urged, and his figure was as fast
as lightning, directly intercepting Yue Feng in mid-air!
I let Liang Hao impersonate Yue Feng, just to stink Yue Feng’s reputation, and the plan
went very smoothly, and Yue Feng must not be destroyed!
Mad!
Looking at Zhang Jiao standing in front of him, Yue Feng’s eyes were extremely blood
red, and his anger rose: “Zhang Jiao, no matter what your ultimate purpose of coming to
the Holy Sect today, I will never let you succeed!”
“Really? Zhang Jiao looked proud and his eyes were extremely cold: “
You are quite confident. What do you think you can change with your own strength? Let
me tell you, even if I can’t kill you today, I will make you one who is spurned by Kyushu.”
rubbish!”
Om!
The voice fell, and a terrifying aura burst out from Zhang Jiao’s body, and for a moment,
the surrounding air seemed to be stagnant.
“Crack!”
With a crisp sound, a dazzling weapon appeared in Zhang Jiao’s hands.
Open the axe!
Zhang Jiao’s strength has improved by leaps and bounds since he obtained the SkyOpening Axe, and he has also gained some new insights into the power of the SkyOpening Axe!

As soon as the opening axe came out, the surrounding temperature seemed to
plummet!
Gudong!
Feeling the power of the Heaven-Opening Axe, Yue Feng couldn’t help but secretly
swallowed his saliva.
Mad, the strength of this horn is already terrifying, and with the opening axe, there is no
way to fight it.
But soon, Yue Feng calmed down and said coldly: “It’s not certain who will live and who
will die today!” After the
voice fell, Yue Feng summoned Fang Tianhuaji, his body was filled with a powerful
fighting spirit, and he flew up. Fight with Zhang Jiao.
…..
this moment, the other side!
In the forbidden area of the back mountain, the small courtyard where Chang’e lived
was extremely peaceful under the dark night.
Around the small courtyard, there are disciples of the Holy Sect everywhere, in groups
of three or five, patrolling back and forth, which can be said to be heavily guarded.
“Whoosh!”
At this moment, a black shadow came quickly from a distance and approached the
entrance of the small courtyard!
In the dimness, I saw his eyes flashing cold and cunning, it was Liang Hao.
To be honest, Liang Hao had no confidence in breaking into the forbidden area of the
Holy Sect late at night to kidnap Chang’e, but there was no way, Zhang Jiao’s order was
unquestionable.
“Huh? There’s a shadow there!”
“Who? Dare to trespass the forbidden area of the Holy Sect?”
Just as Liang Hao was about to enter the courtyard, a group of patrolling disciples came
and immediately found Liang Hao. shouted loudly.
This… The

next second, when they rushed to the front, all these disciples were stunned!
Isn’t this Yue Feng? What are you doing here in the middle of the night?
At this time, Liang Hao looked like Yue Feng, these disciples couldn’t see anything
wrong at all!
“Senior brothers!”
Facing everyone’s questioning, Liang Hao tried his best to calm himself, and said lightly:
“I have something to discuss with the empress, you all step back.”
Hearing this, the disciples looked at each other in dismay.

